The role of an ambient pressure oxygen source during one-lung ventilation for thoracoscopic surgery.
Video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery is facilitated by prompt collapse of the non-ventilated ('operated') lung, and interrupted and impeded if there is a need for oxygen (O2) delivery by continuous positive airways pressure in order to manage hypoxaemia. It has been proposed that connecting an ambient pressure O2 source to the airway of the non-ventilated lung at the time one-lung ventilation is initiated and before the chest is opened will, by avoiding entrainment of ambient nitrogen, serve to facilitate lung collapse. It has also been proposed that leaving the O2 source connected will enable, not only ongoing apnoeic oxygenation before the chest is opened, but also the thoracoscopic procedure to commence with the operated lung fully pre-oxygenated (with an inspired oxygen fraction of 1), and apnoeic oxygenation to continue throughout the operative procedure in those patients who exhibit a degree of small airways patency at ambient pressure. In reality, several factors can influence the speed of collapse of the operated lung, and very many factors can influence the incidence of hypoxaemia during one-lung ventilation. It therefore appears unlikely that the necessary evidence to support these proposals will be forthcoming from randomised clinical studies on large numbers of patients. Rather, the necessary evidence may only be provided by specifically designed within-patient clinical measurement studies. Nevertheless, it is argued that, in the meantime, there is already sufficient rationale for an ambient pressure O2 source to be connected to the airway of the non-ventilated lung, and for it to remain connected for the duration of one-lung ventilation.